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Animal crossing new horizons daisy mae bunny day

There are countless ways to earn a bunch of bells in Animal Crossing: New Horizons, but there's only one proven way to get islanders on a fast track to become Bellionaires: resell beets they buy from Daisy Mae. Every week she brings her freshly picked beets, which she sells every week at a different price. The lower the price, the better, since you will be
able to flip the beets you buy to Timmy and Tommy Nook – either on your island or someone else – and you may be able to make ten times your original investment. While it may sound easy to make a fortune of Daisy Mae and the Nooklings, playing the so-called Stalk Market is actually much more convoluted than it sounds, especially if you want to kill.
Maximizing the amount of money you earn requires diligence, careful planning, help from the millions of other Animal Crossing players and a little luck. Here's everything you need to know to become a bonafide beet trader on the Stalk Market. Play the stalk market like a pro. The first step to playing stalk market is to find Daisy Mae. She won't visit her village
until you've built Nook's Cranny, which requires you to find 30 iron nuggets along with other supplies. You need to put a decent amount of work in before you can try to take advantage of Daisy Mae's weekly visit, but once Nook's Cranny works, you can get into the routine. When does Daisy visit Mae? Daisy Mae will arrive every Sunday at 5am with a fresh
batch of turnips.m. and she will stand around until 12 .m. Once it arrives, it will sell its beets at a fixed price, no exceptions – and that will not change at all on this day. It's up to you to determine when you buy if you think you'll be able to make a quick buck. When should you buy Daisy Mae's beets? If you're ever running in Daisy Mae, which sells her beets for
less than 100 bells, don't hesitate to pick up a few. Make sure you have a lot of bells on you so you can make the most of bargain prices. Beets come in bundles of 10 and they can't be planted, so don't try to grow your own. Daisy Mae and her Gram-Gram Joan are the island's beet monopoly and you have to follow their rules. Just throw your purchased
beets on the floor to store them. But don't forget to sell them, or they will rot! Storing your newly purchased beets is a little messy, but straightforward. They can't be placed in your home inventory, so just leave them on your floor until you want to sell them. Remember that beets rot after a week. Once rotten, beets can they will attract ants, so make sure you
remember exactly when you need to sell them to avoid the bells you have invested. How to sell your beetsTimmy and Tommy Nook will be the chumps that you want to unload all your beets on each week to make a profit. But similar to Nook, they're smart raccoons, so it's going to take a little bit of work at your end to make sure you sell them for maximum
revenue. The Nooklings buy their beets every day except Sunday and their offer price fluctuates. It will be a price when the store opens at 8 .m and another after 12 .m lunchtime. So you need to check in with them at least twice a day if you want to unload your beets on your island. Prices fluctuate on specific algorithms on each given week that can help you
predict prices. What are the beet price patterns? There are four well-known price patterns that have been on the 3DS since the days of Animal Crossing: New Leaf. They are random, diminishing, small spike and big spike (or camel hump). Stalk Market expert Maddox Knight put together an infographic on Twitter to help aspiring beet traders visualize how
they look. Four stalk market patterns that have been noticed by 'Animal Crossing' fans.@KnightCarmine trying to decipher where the stalk market goes every week can be a daunting task, but Redditor u/mikebryanuk creates and publishes a beet price prediction web widget, called Turnip Prophet, which tries to predict beet prices based on previous prices
you enter. If you already write down turnip prices every day, you might as well enter them in the widget to check your predictions. You can also pool your resources with friends to see who has the best price pattern for a given week. You can go this one step further by doing the same to your friends and traveling to the island with the most expected price if
you really want to start the game of the system. Just remember: these predictions are all estimates, so they can and will be wrong. But the more data you enter, the more accurate the Turnip Prophet should be. If you really want to increase your fortune, you should use the Turnip Exchange for the chance to become a Bellionaire overnight. You better make
some space on your island to store all your beets if you want to make a fortune. NintendoThe best resource to maximize your profits in the stalk market is called Turnip Exchange. The official Turnip Exchange website may be the best place to go, but there is also an overlapping dedicated r/acturnips subreddit. With the dodo code system inherent in Animal
Crossing: New Horizons, which allows anyone to visit a stranger's island as long as they have their dodo code, both systems allow dozens of players to invade a strange island in a somewhat orderly way. Everyone walks away with tons of Bells.Everyone can host the current sale price of their island in both places. Many players on the subreddit will demand
that people eat their favorite food Villagers from the game, and others will request a certain minimum tip (capitalism!). Easier, the beet exchange website will set up waiting queues for anyone who wants to sell their beets at a high price, and once you're up, automatically distribute the required dodo code. Most Redditors on the subreddit will still use the site's
queues, but if you're using the subreddit, you should filter for New to get the latest offers. Demand is rising dramatically for islands where sales prices reach 600 or more, which obviously leads to incredibly long waiting times. But many players are willing to wait hours if it means a 100,000 Bell investment in a cool 1.000.000.It will be a little messy, but think of
the bells! NintendoIf you prefer to trade your turnip directly from your iPhone, you should download the Animal Crossing (NH) Exchange iOS app. This tool was created by Redditor u/DevonBernard and offers a less crowded exchange alternative. Certain Turnip Exchange users have reported that bots hoggt places in lines and discourage other players from
accessing other people's islands. The new exchange app requires that users prove that they are not robots with a captcha verification, and since it is a new platform, there will be total fewer users on it than the OG Turnip.Exchange.With all this information in hand, you will be richer than even Tom Nook in no time. The Bunny Day event celebrates Easter in
Animal Crossing: New Horizons with a host of new limited edition items for crafting! In this guide, we'll tell you how to find egg items around your island and make Bunny Day items. Bunny Day Event Guide Overview — Jump to Sections While this guide contains information about the entire event, check out our separate What's New On Actual Bunny Day in
Animal Crossing: New Horizons and Everything You Should Do Mini-Guide here if you're looking for details for April 12! Bunny Day Event Dates &amp; Times The Bunny Day Event in Animal Crossing: New Horizons runs for a full 12 days from April 1 and ends on April 12. This is a big change from previous Animal Crossing games, where the event only took
place in a single day. How to start playing Bunny Day Before you can enjoy Bunny Day, you must first activate the Bunny Day event in your own game by linking a Nintendo account to your Nintendo Switch profile and connecting to the Internet in real time on April 1 or later. If you've done this successfully, you'll see the 1.1.1a marker in the top right corner of
The Animal Crossing: New Horizons title screen, which indicates that the Bunny Day event has been activated! You don't see the marker version 1.1.1.a? You may need to complete your game with the X key on the Switch home screen and restart the game to trigger activation. If you want to leave your game open overnight in sleep mode, likely to encounter
this problem. Once you're all set to version 1.1.1a, you can start your Bunny Day adventure in Animal Crossing: New Horizons by chasing Zipper T. Bunny, who will hike somewhere in a random location on your island during the event. After talking to Zipper T. Bunny and learning about his fun Easter event, you need to start hunting the egg hidden around
your island. How to get &amp; unlock Bunny Tag DIY Craft Recipes To Craft Limited Time Bunny Day Items for Easter, you need to unlock the DIY crafting recipes for each item so you can tinker with it, which can be done in a variety of ways during the event. We're still researching everything, but here are a few main ways to unlock craft recipes for Bunny
Day items we've discovered so far: Talk to Zipper T. Bunny If you find Zipper T. Bunny on your island and talk to him for the first time, he'll introduce you to the event and unlock the Bunny Day Bed DIY craft ingonforus recipe for you. Later during the event, when Zipper T. Bunny returns with the actual Bunny Day on April 12, he will unlock additional recipes
such as the Bunny Day Basket and Bunny Day Arch. Shoot Down Egg Balloon Presents for Bunny Day Recipes During the Bunny Day event, you can discover new crafting recipes related to the event by shooting Egg Balloon gifts floating in the sky with your slingshot. , just like other balloons in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. When you hit an egg balloon
with your slingshot, one of two possible items may fall from the sky. You will receive either a gift with a random furniture Bunny Day DIY craft recipe or a Sky Egg item. Talk to villagers for Bunny Day recipes It's possible for villagers in Animal Crossing: New Horizons to 'ping' you when you're near them with a hey [player name]! Pop-up go. If this happens,
you should definitely make sure to talk to them! If you're talking to a villager after receiving a ping during the Bunny Day event, you can give you one of two possible new Bunny Day DIY craft recipes – the Bunny Day Crown and the Bunny Day Bag. Find egg message bottles on the beach During the Bunny Day event, you will sometimes find special egg
message bottles that can appear on the beach, just like a normal message in a bottle in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Similar to these normal bottles, you get new DIY crafting recipes in these egg news bottles by zipper T. Bunny helps you learn how to craft Bunny Day items. Pick Up Lots of Each Egg for Clothing Egg Recipes If you pick up enough of a
certain type of egg, like Erdeier, you will eventually unlock a number of clothing and accessories craft recipes for this egg type! For example, the Sky Dress Outfit, Sky-Egg Shell and Sky-Egg Shoes DIY Crafting recipes can all be unlocked automatically by collecting many Sky Eggs. There's also an additional set of egg party dress and egg party hat craft
recipes that are learned only after unlocking the clothes sets for all six egg types How to find &amp; get Easter Eggs for Crafting Bunny Day Items There are six different types of eggs you can hunt and find hidden on your island during the Bunny Day event! If you collect these eggs, you can make temporary Easter items for Bunny Day. In the following
sections, you will learn how to find and receive any type of Bunny Day. Can. Articles to the best of our knowledge and belief, including some tips and tricks in the best ways! How to find Earth Eggs Earth Eggs for Bunny Day and find buried in the ground around your island in a similar way to fossils in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. They can be found by
discovering a star or X pattern on the grass, then you need to use your shovel tool to dig out the 'X' and get the erdeier! There are a limited number of earth eggs buried on your island every day, usually around four a day, and cannot be found indefinitely. However, it may be possible to find more erdeiers in a single day by visiting a mysterious island with
Nook Miles tickets to discover more Earth Egg trench sites! How to find and get leaf eggs for Bunny Day can sit on fruitless cherry blossom trees (normal trees in the southern hemisphere) on your island and look like normal fruits on trees in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Check out the screenshot below to see what to look for when hunting leaf yeggs: If
you spot leaf eggs on a tree, just instate all the tool parts and shake the tree with their hands. The three leaf egg items fall to the ground where they can be picked up by pressing the Y button! There are a limited number of tresses with leaf eggs on your island every day with usually around three separate trees with a total of 9 leaf eggs per day. However, we
have confirmed that you can visit a mysterious island with Nook Miles tickets to discover more leafy egg trees! How to find Sky Eggs Sky Eggs for Bunny Day, you'll find floating gifts in balloons flying over your island, as well as other flying gifts in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. However, the look for Sky Egg Dropping gifts looks different from normal
balloons. You have a unique egg-themed balloon design so you know what to expect. Check out the screenshot below to see which balloons to look for when hunting For Sky Eggs: If you see an egg balloon flying over your island, simply equip the Slingshot tool and shoot it with your hands. The egg balloon falls to the ground and either turns into a celestial
egg or remains a gift with a Bunny Day DIY craft recipe! Both items can be picked up by pressing the Y button! Keep in mind that balloon gifts don't fly over your island when you play online with others, so be sure to play on your own island without visitors being present to find Sky Eggs. Unlike most other egg items for Bunny Day, you should be able to get
an unlimited number of Sky eggs per day by constantly shooting new floating egg balloons with gifts, fly over your island. We do not currently know of any limits. How to find stone eggs for Bunny Day &amp; get, you'll find in rocks found around your island the same ones you normally get stoned, loamy and iron from Animal Crossing: New Horizons. To get
stone eggs from a rock, just start hitting the rock with your shovel or axe, as you would normally do for other materials. If you do this, there is a chance for between 0-8 stone eggs to come out! You can only get a limited amount of stone eggs every day on your own island, as each rock can only be a bit once a day, but we have confirmed that you can visit
Mystery Islands with a Nook Miles ticket to get more stone eggs from rocks on these islands! In fact, according to a dialogue we have seen from villagers, the rocks found on mysterious islands appear to have a higher drop rate of finding stony eggs from them. How to find and get water eggs for Bunny Day can be found by chance while fishing in the ocean
or in the rivers of your island, similar to catching other fish in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. You can find water eggs by searching for shadows in the river and ocean. When you discover a fish shade, simply use your fishing rod tool and cast it in front of the shadow until it bites. To increase your chances of catching egg eggs from the ocean or river, we
recommend looking for a medium fish shade. From our previous research, you can catch water eggs from fish shadows of this size most often. Check out the screenshot collage below to get an idea of the most common water-egg-fish shade size: Unlike most other egg items for Bunny Day, you should be able to get an unlimited number of water eggs per
day by continuously fishing on your island. In fact, some players may find it annoying that you can get as many if you might just want to fish for actual creatures. How to find and get wooden eggs for Bunny Day can be found by chance by hitting trees on your island in the same way you collect wood, softwood and hardwood craft ingesity materials in Animal
Crossing: New Horizons. If you've fitted a Flimsy axe, stone axe, or axe tool and hit a tree, there's a chance that 0-3 wooden eggs will fall from the tree to the ground. When an egg falls, simply pick up the wooden egg by pressing the Y button. We have personally seen as few as 0 wooden eggs and as many as 3 wooden eggs fall from a single true, so the
drop rate seems to be completely random. Just keep chopping trees if you can't find one as you're probably unlucky! Don't forget to chop your palms, which also grow coconuts, as they can also drop wooden eggs. After the dialogue of villagers, the coconut trees actually have an increased chance of giving wooden eggs! We have tested only to a limited
extent and found that it came from our previous sample size. Of the 15 or so coconut palms we met with an axe, all but one tree produced wooden eggs and often several eggs. You can only get materials like wooden eggs from any tree on your island once a day, so there is a limit to how many wooden eggs can be found on your own island every day.
However, we have confirmed that you can visit a mysterious island with Nook Miles. Can. for more chances to drop wooden eggs from trees on these islands, so it is highly recommended that you visit one to find more eggs! How to exchange Easter eggs for different types, exclusively on April 12, the finale of the Bunny Day event, which takes place at
Easter, you can exchange your Easter eggs for different types by talking to Zipper T. Bunny! Although it will disappear after its first arrival, Zipper T. Bunny will return to your island on April 12th and will help you by allowing trades of 3 Easter eggs for 1 Easter egg of your choice. You can use this trading option to trade the eggs you have for the eggs you
least collected during the event. For most players, this means swapping celestial eggs or water eggs for leaf eggs or earth eggs. It's not a great exchange rate, but it can still help you as many Bunny Day items require an equal amount of any kind of Easter eggs to be made. How to get or craft all Bunny Day Easter items There is an incredible amount of time-
limited Bunny Day items to craft during the Easter event from April 1st to 12th! In total, we counted 39 unique innovations in the course of the event. All Bunny Day furniture, wallpaper, flooring, carpet items There are 18 different time-limited Bunny Day pieces of furniture to craft and collect in Animal Crossing: New Horizons including household goods, a
wallpaper, a flooring, a rug, a door wreath and even fencing! How to Craft Bunny TagBow Craft You can learn the Bunny Day Arch DIY Crafting Recipe by talking with zipper T. Bunny on April 12. The following Bunny Day craft materials below are required to the Bunny Day Arch: 2 Erdeier 2 Stone Eggs 2 Leaf Eggs 2 Wooden Eggs 2 Sky Eggs 2 Water Eggs
Like Bunny Day Basket Unlike most other Bunny Day items, the Bunny Day Basket cannot be manufactured. You can get the Bunny Day Basket by talking to Zipper on April 12 and swapping one of each Easter egg type with him. How to Craft Bunny Day Bed You Can Learn the Bunny Day Bed DIY Crafting Recipe by Talking With Zipper T. Bunny. The
following Bunny Day Craft Materials below are required to the Bunny Day Bed: 1 Earth Egg 1 Stone Egg 1 Leaf Egg 1 Wood Egg 1 Sky Egg 1 Water Egg How To Craft Bunny Day Fence You Can Learn the Bunny Day Arch DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in egg balloon gifts in the sky and egg message bottles on the beach. The following Bunny
Day Craft Materials Below Are Required to Craft the Bunny Day Fence: 1 Earth Egg 1 Stone Egg 1 Leaf Egg 1 Wood Egg 1 Sky Egg 1 Water Egg How To Bunny Craft Day Festive Balloons You Can Learn the Bunny Day Festive Balloons DIY Crafting Recipe By Using It in egg balloon gifts in the sky and egg message bottles found on the beach. The
following Bunny Day Craft Materials below are required to craft the Bunny Day festive balloons: 1 Stone Egg 1 Wood Egg 1 Water Egg How to Have Bunny Day Flooring You Can Learn the Bunny Day Flooring DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in Balloon gifts in the sky and egg message bottles on the beach. The following Bunny Day Craft
Materials below are required to floor the Bunny Day: 2 Erdeier 2 Stone Eggs 2 Stone Eggs 2 Wooden Eggs 2 Wooden Eggs 2 Sky Eggs 2 Water Eggs How To Craft Bunny Day Glowy Garland You Can Learn the Bunny Day Glowy Garland DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in Egg Balloon Gifts in the Sky and Egg Message Bottles on the Beach.
The following Bunny Day Craft Materials below are required to the Bunny Day Glowy Garland: 1 Earth Egg 1 Stone Egg 1 Leaf Egg 1 Wood Egg 1 Sky Egg 1 Water Egg How To Craft Craft Day Lamp You Can Learn the Bunny Day Lamp DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in Egg Balloon Gifts in the Sky and Egg Message Bottles on the Beach. The
following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the Bunny Day lamp: How to craft Bunny Day Merry Balloons You can learn the Bunny Day Merry Balloons DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in egg balloon gifts in the sky and egg message bottles on the beach. The following Bunny Day Craft Materials below are required to find
the Bunny Day Merry Balloons: 1 Earth Egg 1 Leaf Egg 1 Sky Egg How To Craft Bunny Day Rug You Can Learn the Bunny Day Rug DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in Egg Balloon Gifts in the Sky and Egg Message Bottles on the Beach. The following Bunny Day craft materials below are required to craft the Bunny Day rug: 1 Earth Egg 1 Stone
Egg 1 Leaf Egg 1 Wood Egg 1 Sky Egg 1 Water Egg How to Craft Craft Day Stool You Can Learn the Bunny Day Stool DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in Egg Balloon Gifts in the Sky and Egg Message Bottles on the Beach. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the Bunny Day stool: How to learn Bunny Day
Table Table You Can Learn the Bunny Day Table DIY Crafting Recipe by RandomLy Finding It in Egg Balloon Gifts in the Sky and Egg Message Bottles on the Beach. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to find the Bunny Day Table: How to Craft Bunny Day Vanity You Can Learn the Bunny Day Vanity DIY Crafting Recipe by
accidentally finding it in Egg Balloon Gifts in the Sky and Egg Message Bottles on the Beach. The following Bunny Day craft materials below are required to craft the Bunny Day vanity: How to make Bunny Day Wall (Wallpaper) You can learn the Bunny Day Wall DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in Egg Balloon Gifts in the Sky and Egg Message
Bottles on the Beach. The following Bunny Day Craft Materials Below Are Required to The Bunny Day Wall: 2 Erdeier 2 Stone Eggs 2 Stone Eggs 2 Wooden Eggs 2 Sky Eggs 2 Water Eggs How To Craft Bunny Day Wall Clock You Can Learn the Bunny Day Wall Clock DIY Crafting Recipe By Randomly In Egg Balloon Gifts on and egg message bottles
found on the beach. The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to craft the Bunny Day wall clock: How to Craft Craft Day Wardrobe You can learn the Bunny Day Wardrobe DIY Crafting Recipe by accidentally finding it in egg balloon gifts in the sky and egg news bottles on the beach. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are
required to craft the Bunny Day Wardrobe: How to make bunny day wreath you can learn the Bunny Day wreath DIY crafting recipe by accidentally finding it in egg balloon gifts in the sky and egg message bottles on the beach. The following Bunny Day craft materials below are required to learn the Bunny Day wreath: 1 earth egg 1 stone egg 1 leaf egg 1
wood egg 1 sky egg 1 water egg How to wabbling zipper toys You can do the wobbling zipper toy DIY craft recipe after making any other Bunny Day item, including the Bunny Day Arch, and talking to Zipper T. when he returns to your island on April 12. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the Wobbling Zipper Toy: 4 Erdeier
4 Stone Eggs 4 Leaf Eggs 4 Wooden Eggs 4 Sky Eggs 4 Water Eggs All Bunny Day Clothes, Hats, Accessories Item There are 22 Different Limited Time Bunny Day Clothes Items to Craft and Collect in Animal Crossing: New Horizons Including Dresses, Hats , shoes, a backpack and even a magic wand! How to Make Bunny Day Bag (Backpack) You can
learn the Bunny Day Bag DIY Crafting recipe from a villager randomly running to you and talk to you to share the recipe. The following Bunny Day Craft Materials below are required to craft the Bunny Day Bag: 1 Earth Egg 1 Stone Egg 1 Leaf Egg 1 Wooden Egg 1 Sky Egg 1 Water Egg How To Bunny Craft Day Wall You Can Learn the Bunny Day Wall DIY
Crafting Recipe After You Get the Wobbling Zipper Toy Item and Talk to Zipper T. Bunny Bunny. when he returns to your island on April 12. The Wobbling Zipper Toy DIY Crafting Recipe is unlocked after making any other piece of furniture, including the Bunny Day Arch. The following Bunny Day craft materials below are required to learn the Bunny Day
wand: 1 wobbly zipper toy 3 star fragments how to create Craft Bunny Day Crown You can learn the Bunny Day Crown DIY Crafting recipe from a villager randomly running up to you and talking to you to share the recipe. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the Bunny Day crown: 1 Earth Egg 1 Stone Egg 1 Leaf Egg 1 Wood
Egg 1 Sky Egg 1 Water Egg How To Craft Egg Egg Party Dress The Egg Party Dress Craft Recipe can be unlocked after learning the clothes sets for all six types of eggs! The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the egg party dress: 3 Erdeier 3 Stone Eggs 3 Leaf Eggs 3 Wood Eggs 3 Sky Eggs 3 Water Eggs How to Craft Egg
Party Hat The Egg Hat Craft Recipe can be unlocked after using the clothes sets for all six types of eggs! The following Bunny Day craft materials below are required to craft the egg party hat: 2 Erdeier 2 stone eggs 2 leaf eggs 2 wood eggs 2 sky eggs 2 water eggs How to make earth egg outfit earth egg outfit The following Bunny Day crafting materials
below are required to make the Earth Egg Outfit: How to Make Earth Egg Shell (Hat) The following Bunny Day Craft Materials below are required to make the Earth Egg Bowl (Hat): How to Make Earth Egg Shoes The following Bunny Day Craft Materials Below are required to tinker the Earth Egg Shoes: How to Make Leaf Egg Outfit The Following Bunny Day
CraftIng Materials Below Are Required to Craft the Following Bunny Day CraftIng Materials : How to Craft Leaf-Egg Shell (Hat) The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the leaf egg bowl (hat): How to Craft Leaf-Egg Shoes The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to make the Leaf-Egg shoes: How to Craft Sky-Egg
Outfit You can automatically learn the Sky-Egg Outfit CraftCraft recipe by collecting enough Sky Eggs. In our experience, it took 16 Sky Eggs to pick up. The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to craft the Sky-Egg outfit: How to Craft Sky-Egg Shell (Hat) You can automatically learn the Sky-Egg Shell DIY Crafting recipe by collecting enough



Sky Eggs. In our experience, it took 16 Sky Eggs to pick up. The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to make the Sky-Egg Shell (Hat): How to Craft Sky-Egg Shoes You can automatically learn the Sky-Egg Shoes DIY Crafting recipe by collecting enough Sky Eggs. In our experience, it took 16 Sky Eggs to pick up. The following Bunny Day
crafting materials are required to craft the Sky Egg shoes: How to craft stone egg outfit craft you can learn the Stone-Egg Outfit DIY Crafting recipe automatically by collecting enough stone eggs. In our experience, it took 15 stone eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to craft the stone-egg outfit: How to Craft Stone-Egg Shell (Hat)
You can automatically learn the Stone-Egg Shell DIY Crafting recipe by collecting enough stone eggs. In our experience, it took 15 stone eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to craft the stone-egg bowl (hat): How to make stone-egg shoes, you can automatically learn the Stone-Egg Shoes DIY Crafting recipe by collecting enough
stone eggs. In our experience, it took 15 stone eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the stone egg shoes: How to make water egg outfit you can learn the water egg outfit DIY crafting recipe automatically by collecting enough water eggs. In our experience, it took 12 water eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting
materials below are required to craft the water egg outfit: How to Craft Water-Egg Shell (Hat) You can learn the Water-Egg Shell DIY Crafting recipe automatically by adding enough water eggs In our experience, it took 12 water eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the water egg bowl (hat): How to craft water egg shoes
Can you learn the water egg shoes DIY Recipe automatically by collecting enough water eggs. In our experience, it took 12 water eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting materials below are required to craft the water egg shoes: How to make wood egg outfit you can learn the wood-egg outfit DIY crafting recipe automatically by collecting enough wooden
eggs. In our experience, it took 17 wooden eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to craft the wood egg outfit: How to Craft Wood-Egg Shell (Hat) You can automatically learn the wood-egg bowl DIY Crafting recipe by collecting enough wooden eggs. In our experience, it took 17 wooden eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting
materials below are required to craft the wood egg bowl (hat): How to make wooden egg shoes you can learn the wood egg shoes DIY crafting recipe automatically by collecting enough wooden eggs. In our experience, it took 17 wooden eggs. The following Bunny Day crafting materials are required to craft the Wood-Egg shoes: Have you played the Bunny
Day event in Animal Crossing: New Horizons and have information or screenshots about something that is not fully covered in our guide? We would appreciate any help that makes this the most complete Bunny Day Guide. Please do not hesitate to submit tips in the comments below! Special thanks to Mogyay, Murray, LeoWarranty, Michelle, Alison, jayde,
krentenmik, Blake, loph, Louise, Alex and Rei for their contributions to this guide from the comments section. Sign up for our newsletter to get the latest Animal Crossing news, guides and email updates! Updates!
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